


When two destinies cross paths

Open a whole new world

The life of a Jaeger-LeCoultre watch truly begins on the wrist of 
the man or woman who wears it. Such a creation is not an end in 
itself, but rather a starting point that opens a whole new world. 
A creation gives new meaning to reality and reveals sensitivities. 
One creation always inspires another. Everything is interwoven, 
as stories intersect, the quest for perfection is shared, and a 
love of beautiful things is nurtured. A creation is always unique 
 because it merges with the imagination to reflect a destiny that’s 
truly yours.



Our creations open up whole new horizons  
for those who love the finer things in life.

A LEGACY OF HIGH 
STANDARDS

The Vallée de Joux, where a legacy was forged

The Vallée de Joux is a remote valley of the Swiss Jura mountains, 
where the determination of its inhabitants has been forged by a 
harsh climate of stark contrasts. For more than 180 years, the 
Jaeger-LeCoultre Manufacture has been characterised by high 
standards, natural restraint, and a refusal to indulge in ostentation. 
Its mastery of the watchmaking art, born from a need to open up 
to the world in order to survive, is expressed through the inherent 
strength of its creations.
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Giving life to each movement,  
mastering every gesture and stirring  

deep feelings.

CREATIVE INSPIRATION

The inner strength of the Manufacture

Exercising 180 skills united under one roof, men and women driven 
by a shared passion pool their expertise in a tireless stream of 
inventive creativity. It is this inner strength that has instilled life 
and soul into the Grande Maison since 1833.
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An invention must serve life and  
provide another view of living. 

MEANINGFUL INVENTIONS

Above and beyond performance, 
infusing functions with purpose 

The fact that Jaeger-LeCoultre devotes the full force of its inven-
tiveness to serving useful functions and complications is grounded 
in its conviction that a creation is only meaningful if it becomes 
part of one’s day-to-day existence and experience. It is only truly 
revealed through the individual who wears it.
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Imagining an unknown world, setting out  
to explore it and seeing it spring to life.

THE QUEST FOR 
EQUILIBRIUM

Seeking balanced precision

Each of Jaeger-LeCoultre’s creations stems from a subtle har-
mony between mechanical performance and aesthetic ele-
gance: a constant quest in which horological complications 
must serve simplicity, and design must favour legibility.
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Master the Watchmaking Art  
and go beyond it.



Rare and precious emotional appeal 

A Jaeger-LeCoultre timepiece inspires contemplation and discovery; 
it invites observers to pause and admire a creation, view the way the 
light plays over it and its subtle texture, listen to the heart of the watch, 
and strive to perceive every detail that makes it tick. It harbours all the 
passion of the artisans who have created it.
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Stirring sensitivity

A Jaeger-LeCoultre watch is always unique because of its intrinsically  
intimate nature. It is inseparable from the man or the woman who wears it 
and becomes an extension of themselves, forming an intense relationship 
in which reality leaves ample scope for the imagination, and indeed 
inspires it.
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Reverso

85 years of surprises and unexpected revelations

Since its creation in 1931, the Reverso has been perpetually re-
newed while remaining loyal to its essence: its swivelling case 
and pure, Art Deco-inspired lines. Its timeless face, framed by 
its three iconic gadroons, continues to enchant men and women 
who love fine objects. Right from the start, the Reverso was also 
designed in femine versions. To celebrate its birthday, this iconic 
model is reinvented through three distinct versions that afford a 
wealth of surprises. 
Why does it turn over? The Reverso arose from the challenge to 
develop a watch able to withstand the rough and tumble of polo 
matches, among British colonial army officers stationed in India. 
The case swivels to reveal a solid back that protects the dial from 
potential knocks from polo mallets. It’s an ingenious solution.
Swivelling the watch reveals another face of the Reverso: a blank 
page that leaves room for personalisation by engraving, gem-
setting, or enamelling. The same movement can also uncover a  
second dial. The Duetto and Duo concepts were born from the 
unique horological expertise of the Grande Maison.
It’s entirely up to you to find the Reverso that best resembles 
you.



Reverso Classic

A timeless, endlessly seductive personality  
 

Elegant, pure, and refined, the  
Reverso Classic embodies a 
timeless landmark in contem-
porary watchmaking. Its swivel 
case and Art Deco design have 
not aged a bit since 1931, ma-
king it a truly iconic model. Its 
geometrical case, gadroons,  

and straight Arabic numerals,  
along with its railtrack minute 
circle, make light of passing 
time and fleeting passions. The 
Reverso remains the obvious 
choice for men and women who 
cultivate a fondness for unders-
tated elegance. 



Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 657
Quartz movement.

Functions: hour, minute.
Material available: stainless steel.
Strap/Bracelet: alligator leather, stainless steel.
Case: reversible, comprising over 50 parts, size: 34 x 21 mm.
Water resistance: 3 bar.

Reverso Classic Small

Ref. 261 81 30
Stainless steel/stainless steel

Pure dial 
The pure, airy dial expresses timeless style. Its background is adorned with a fine, 
sunburst guilloché pattern and surrounded by a railtrack minute circle, while its pure, 
symmetrical lines are emphasised by its Arabic numerals.

Curvaceous case
The lines of the case have been slightly rounded by the Manufacture’s artisans to 
follow the shape of the wrist and ensure a more comfortable fit.

Scope for imagination
The back of the watch, revealed by a simple swivel of the case, welcomes a secret 
engraving or gem-setting. Let your imagination run free.
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Ref. 253 84 20
Stainless steel/leather

Reverso Classic Medium

Automatic movement
The watch is equipped with an automatic movement for greater convenience. It’s 
housed within a case whose size flatters both male and female wrists.

Symmetry and light
The highly symmetrical dial presents clear, pure lines emblematic of the Art Deco style. 
The watch design highlights a subtle interplay of light that is expressed through the 
contrast of the satin-brushed rim dial and the delicate guilloché decoration. 

And the watch is yours...
Write your own story by personalising your watch with an engraving of meaningful 
initials or landmark dates in your life on the back. Immortalise a happy event on this 
beautiful object and keep it with you always. 

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 965
Automatic mechanical movement, 197 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 38-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute.
Material available: stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: reversible, comprising over 40 parts, size: 40.1 x 24.4 mm.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Art Deco dial
Framed by its three legendary gadroons, the front displays pure, geometrical lines 
that epitomise the Art Deco style of the watch. Everything about this dial radiates 
an unmistakeable sense of subtle understatement, from it baton-type hands and 
numerals to its railtrack minute circle, and brushed or guilloché finishes. 

Sparkling after-dark persona
If night is falling, swivel the case in one smooth move to reveal a more sophisticated face 
of your watch. Slender dauphine hands, a sunburst black dial, and rows of diamonds on 
either side of the case make it a true gem for your evenings.

Reverso Classic Small Duetto

Ref. 266 24 30
Gem-set 18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 844
Manually wound mechanical movement, 100 parts, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 38-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour and minute, identical on both faces.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Gem-setting: 30 diamonds, approx. 0.28 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds.
Strap/Bracelet: alligator leather, 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Case: reversible, comprising over 50 parts, size: 34 x 21 mm.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Daytime face
By day, the light-toned front dial displays the classic elegance of the iconic Reverso.  
The clear-cut lines of the numerals and baton-type hands are complemented by 
pleasing symmetry and a delicate central guilloché motif. It displays exactly the kind 
of visual harmony that has forged the reputation of this unequivocally stylish object. 

Elegant evening dress
Accentuated on either side by an elegant row of diamonds, the back of the watch 
becomes the perfect companion for your evenings, sparkling in the muted light of 
an intimate dinner. Its black dial beautifully complements a refined evening outfit.

Automatic movement
Equipped with an automatic movement, the watch is even more user-friendly for the 
woman wearing it. An attentive eye will note the black disc of the oscillating weight 
in the center of the dial, a charming watchmaking detail.

Reverso Classic Medium Duetto

Ref. 257 84 20
Gem-set stainless steel/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 968/A
Automatic mechanical movement, 207 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 38-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour and minute, identical on both faces.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Gem-setting: 30 diamonds, approx. 0.42 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds.
Strap/Bracelet: alligator leather, 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Case: reversible, comprising over 50 parts, size: 40 x 24.4 mm.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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An iconic face
The front dial showcases a travel time zone with the signature Art Deco lines of the 
Reverso. Displayed on the back of the watch, the elegant day/night indicator tells you 
at a glance whether it is day-time or night-time in the country of reference. 

A sophisticated back
Rounded, with hour markers arranged in the shape of a sun, the dial on the back of 
the watch provides a charming contrast to the straight lines of the front dial. The 
black background with a “clous de Paris” finish elegantly catches the light.

Automatic movement
The watch is equipped with an automatic movement for greater convenience. The 
oscillations of the weight driving the mechanism are a sight to behold against the 
black background of the dial. 

Reverso Classic Large Duo

Ref. 383 24 20
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 969
Automatic mechanical movement, 229 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 38-hour power reserve.

Functions: front: hour and minute of the 2nd time zone, 24-hour indicator; back: hour and minute.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: reversible, comprising over 50 parts, size: 47 x 28.3 mm.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Atelier Reverso

A backstage look at imagining  
your watch 

 

Choosing one’s very own 
 Reverso is a powerful, extre-
mely intimate act. To celebrate 
the 85th birthday of this iconic 
model, Jaeger-LeCoultre of-
fers various ways to personalise 
your watch; the material or the 
colour of the strap, the motif of 
the engraving, or the colour of 

the dial on the back provide a 
broad range of interpretations. 
It enables each individual to find 
the model that most closely re-
sembles their personal style, 
whether that is in blue, pink, 
white, mother-of-pearl, or set 
with diamonds. It is an intense 
and emotional experience.



Swivelling the watch of cer-
tain Reverso models (Classic 
or One) reveals a solid case-
back that provides an ideal 
backdrop for the art of en-

graving. Within this area, the 
Jaeger-LeCoultre artisans will 
be able to bring your wishes 
to life: initials, a coat-of-arms, 
a date marking a happy event, 

or a cherished motif. Give free 
rein to your imagination and 
immortalise a secret on an 
object that will always be with 
you. 

Like a blank page, the back gives  
free reign to your imagination.

ENGRAVING
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In a fanciful mood? Feel like 
matching your watch with  
your outfit or mood? Let 
your heart do the talking by 
choosing from a multitude 
of refined colours and ma-

terials offered by the Atelier 
Reverso. Calfskin, alligator 
with large or small scales, 
ostrich leather, and satin are 
available in pink, blue, red, 
or green, creating a broad 

variety of finishes and shim-
mering reflections. Choose 
several to liven things up 
and let your watch surprise  
you with each change of 
strap. 

A palette of colours and materials  
to adorn the strap on your wrist

STRAPS
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The backs of the  Duetto and 
Duo models enable you to 
express yourself through a 
range of dials in various co-
lours and materials such as 
blushing pink, deep blue, 
magnetic grey, or flaming 
red. Each tone gives a dis-

tinctive vibrancy to the mo-
del. Some dials also come 
with an ivy motif that infuses 
them with lively elegance. 
The magnetic presence of 
gems such as lapis lazuli,  
blue aventurine, and me-
teorite stones may adorn 

this face. Finally, certain 
limited editions may be 
adorned with gem-setting 
on the hour-markers and 
even the centre of the dial, 
to give the watch a precious 
sparkle. 

Infuse your watch with the face of your dreams

DIALS
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Reverso One

It wins your heart at first glance 
 

An anthem to femininity, the 
Reverso One embodies every 
imaginable nuance within a col-
lection of models nurtured by 
boundless creativity. Recaptu-
ring the elongated shape of the 
original women’s Reverso mo-
del, created in the early 1930s, 
it is enlivened by a resolutely 
contemporary, dynamic spirit.
Its Arabic numerals appear to 
be lightly traced by hand, and 
the angles of its face are delica-
tely accentuated, as they were 

initially. Its pleasing shapes beg 
to be caressed by a finger that 
swivels the case and reveals the 
unexpected. Another, more so-
phisticated dial, to accompany 
your evenings, or a solid back 
to host special words and se-
crets, awaits those who wear it. 
It is the kind of model that 
inspires love at first sight and 
makes your heart skip a beat. 
When you recognise yours, it 
will forever and always be “the 
One.” 



Delicate and graceful
Long and slim with extremely narrow dimensions, the case reproduces the proportions 
of the first 1930s Reverso watches for women. 

Vintage inspiration
As with the original model, the angles that enclose the Arabic numerals emphasise 
the four sides of the dial. 

The little black dress
Clad in all black, from the deep dial to its matching strap, the watch is like a little black 
dress: discreet, feminine, and perfect for any occasion.

Reverso One Réédition

Ref. 325 84 70
Stainless steel/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 657
Quartz movement.

Functions: hour, minute.
Material available: stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: reversible, comprising over 40 parts, size: 32.5 x 16.3 mm.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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The 1930s look
Inspired by a Jaeger-LeCoultre model from 1936, the watch displays the rounded 
Arabic numerals and dauphine hands of the period. Small, delicately traced angles 
emphasise the watch’s refined features and its appearance passes effortlessly from 
era to era, without ever showing its age.

The merging of materials
Combining pink gold and steel, and reproducing the understated lines of the Art 
Deco style, the case seems like a jewel adorning the wearer’s wrist. In a subtle detail, 
the slender rings that tie around the cords match the pink gold colour of the dial.

Cordonnet strap
A delicate leather link that passes through the case clasps around the wrist by a 
discreet buckle. It is just the right touch to make this model a rare original, sure to 
seduce any woman of character. 

Reverso One Cordonnet

Ref. 326 44 20
Stainless steel and 18-carat pink 

gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 657
Quartz movement.

Functions: hour, minute.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold and stainless steel.
Strap: calfskin.
Case: reversible, comprising over 40 parts, size: 33.8 x 16.3 mm.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Timeless beauty
The model’s features take their inspiration from the first Reverso ladies’ watches of 
the 1930s. They display great simplicity that endures across time through its blued 
steel dauphine hands, slightly rounded Arabic numerals, and angles that highlight the 
delicacy of the lines. An elegant, sunburst guilloché finish enhances the whole piece 
and is reproduced on the horns, as a final surprise before changing the dial.

Night face
As night falls, simply turn the case over in a single movement to allow your gaze to 
plunge into a starry night sky, represented by the gently twinkling dial. The majestic 
mother-of-pearl moon phase display gracefully progresses as the hours and minutes 
pass, a poetic face enhanced by two rows of diamonds.

Reverso One Duetto Moon

Ref. 335 21 20
Gem-set 18-carat pink gold/18-carat 

pink gold

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 842
Manually wound mechanical movement, 129 parts, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 38-hour power 
reserve.

Functions: hour and minute, identical on both faces, moon phases.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Gem-setting: 28 diamonds, approx. 0.32 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds.
Strap/Bracelet: alligator leather, 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Case: reversible, comprising over 60 parts, size: 40.1 x 20 mm.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Dazzling femininity
This jewellery watch is adorned with baguette-cut diamonds and set with all the 
expertise of Jaeger-LeCoultre’s master jewellers. The dial is surrounded by three 
rows of diamonds, reproducing the Reverso’s emblematic gadroons. The horns of 
the watch have two different finishes, giving rise to rays of light that accompany the 
turning of the case. 

Mother-of-pearl, mother of time
The slightly rounded Arabic numerals, seemingly drawn by hand, are gracefully distri-
buted around the mother-of-pearl dial. The smoothness of its surface is highlighted 
by the purity of the diamonds around the dial’s perimeter. 

Stellar beauty
The Duetto concept equips the watch with an alternate face on the reverse side. On 
a black aventurine dial, diamonds trace the perimeter of the hour and minute display, 
like a sprinkling of stardust scattered over its depth. 

Reverso One High Jewelry

Ref. 336 34 90
18-carat white gold/satin

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 844
Manually wound mechanical movement, 100 parts, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 38-hour power 
reserve.

Functions: hour and minute, identical on both faces.
Material available: 18-carat white gold.
Gem-setting: 250 diamonds, approx. 5.65 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds.
Strap: satin.
Case: reversible, comprising over 40 parts, size: 36.3 x 18 mm.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Reverso Tribute

When the heritage of the Grande Maison  
meets the latest horological innovations 

 

The inspiration behind the 
 Reverso Tribute stems from the 
very heart of Jaeger-LeCoultre’s  
horological expertise. The 
wealth of its complications 
highlights the talent of the 
artisans, who work hand in 
hand daily, to enchant de-
votees of fine watchmaking. 
The homage paid to the Mai-
son's heritage is also conveyed 
through the collection’s design. 
The faces of the watches are 
inspired by the original men’s 

Reverso models. The “1931” 
spirit is reflected in the bold 
dial colours and vintage-style 
baton-type hands. Taking ho-
rological pleasure up another 
notch, all Tribute timepieces 
are endowed with the Duo 
concept that enables a second 
time zone display on back-
to-back dials. In an additional  
exquisite surprise, the sunburst 
guilloché motif that adorns 
the case cradle elegantly ac-
companies its gentle swivel. 



Vintage look
The front of the watch, with faceted applied hours markers, is inspired by the features 
of the original 1931 model. The bold blue of the dauphine hands stands out elegantly 
against the grained background. The rounded small seconds contrasts with the straight 
lines, while echoing the face of the watch on the back.

The blue of time
Plunged into a deep blue, the lines on the back of the watch become rounded to 
showcase the hours and minutes display of the second time zone, as well as the day/
night indicator. A “clous de Paris” guilloché decoration imbues the background of 
the dial with an attractive textured appearance.

Reverso Tribute Duo

Ref. 390 84 20
Stainless steel/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 854A/2
Manually wound mechanical movement, 160 parts, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 42-hour power 
reserve.

Functions: front: hour and minute; back: hour and minute of the 2nd time zone, seconds, 24-hour 
indicator. 
Material available: stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: reversible, comprising over 60 parts, size: 42.9 x 25.5 mm.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Full calendar
The subtly grained dial on the front adopts the features of the 1931 model with face-
ted applied hour markers. It showcases a complete calendar, comprising the day and 
month in two apertures, and the date and moon phases in the display at 6 o’clock. 

The moon in relief
In a testament to the pure watchmaking sophistication of this timepiece, the moon 
phases have been hand-hammered by Jaeger-LeCoultre’s craftsmen for a textured 
result that conjures a perfect representation of the moon.

Deep grey
Plunged in a deep, anthracite grey and enhanced by a “clous de Paris” guilloché finish, 
the dial is an elegant companion to the pink gold case. A day/night indicator and a 
second time zone are featured prominently within the rounded lines.

Reverso Tribute Calendar

Ref. 391 24 20
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 853
Manually wound mechanical movement, 283 parts, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 42-hour power 
reserve.

Functions: front: hour and minute; back: hour and minute of the 2nd time zone, day, month, date, 
moon phases, day/night indicator.
Material available: 18-carat pink gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: reversible, comprising over 60 parts, size: 49.4 x 29.9 mm.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Master

Classicism, reliability, performance 

With its Master line, Jaeger-LeCoultre treats men to a range of 
refined, round watches, brimming with personality. Models com-
bine aesthetic appeal and performance to ensure daily pleasure 
on the wrist. These are timepieces that wearers establish a loyal 
relationship with and will find their way through the ages with 
inimitable elegance. At the very heart of our skills, the Master line 
embodies the quintessence of a certain approach to watchmaking: 
the kind that sets a signature touch to a style and, without any 
undue show, infuses an additional aura of charm. Three collections 
with distinct characteristics – Master Ultra Thin, Master Control and 
 Master Grande Tradition – enable fine watchmaking enthusiasts to 
find the model that best suits them. 



Master Ultra Thin

Stripped of the superfluous,  
embodying quintessential classicism and purity  

 

Inspired by the first ultra-thin 
watch , created by Jaeger- 
LeCoultre in 1907, the mod-
els in this range have preser- 
ved its essence, taking mini-
malism to the ultimate de-
gree of sophistication.
Despite their slender frame, 
these watches also accom-

modate traditional complica-
tions, such as moon phases, 
tourbillons, and perpetual cal-
endars. The slimmest model in 
the collection is a mere 3.6 mm  
thick. The Master Ultra Thin 
watches are a perfect blend of 
lightness, slenderness, and func-
tionality. 



As slim as possible
At just 4.05 mm thick, the Master Ultra Thin 1907 is one of the world’s slimmest 
manually wound mechanical watches.

Thin as a blade
The remarkably slender, “knife-shaped” pink gold case reflects the curves of the 
pocket watch created by the Manufacture in 1907. The extremely narrow case lugs 
reinforce the delicate nature of this watch.

Pencil lines
Like the fine strokes of a pencil, the hour-markers take the form of traditional transfers, 
such as those found on a vintage pocket watch, endowing this delicately grained, 
white dial with a sense of great purity.

Master Ultra Thin 1907

Ref. 129 25 20
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 849
Manually wound mechanical movement, 123 parts, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 35-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute.
Material available: 18-carat pink gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 39 mm diameter.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Small yet significant seconds 
The small seconds display, enlivening the dial at 6 o’clock, is a subtle nod to horological 
refinement and highlights the precision of the ultra-thin automatic winding movement 
that drives this watch.

Dauphine hands
A signature feature of the Master line, the warmth of the pink gold dauphine hour-markers 
and hands of the Master Ultra Thin watch perfectly matches the eggshell-coloured dial base.

Symmetrical harmony
The symmetry of the dial and its pure lines create a delightfully harmonious visual effect.

Master Ultra Thin

Ref. 127 25 10
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 896
Automatic mechanical movement, 223 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 43-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, small seconds.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 38.5 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Minimalist classicism
This model, with its ageless design, will appeal to devotees of pure lines looking for a 
discreet and refined watch.

Finesse and transparency 
Housed within a case measuring just 7.45 mm thick, the automatic winding Jaeger- 
LeCoultre movement and its 22-carat pink gold oscillating weight are revealed through 
the sapphire crystal case-back.

Signed by the date
The date appears through a 6 o’clock window on the delicately silver-toned dial.

Master Ultra Thin Date

Ref. 128 84 20
Stainless steel/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 899
Automatic mechanical movement, 219 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 38-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, central seconds, date.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 40 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Ultra-thin movement
This watch is powered by an extremely precise and reliable ultra-thin automatic 
winding movement, admirably epitomising the expertise of the Jaeger-LeCoultre 
watchmaking artisans.

41 mm of expression
Discreet yet confident, this watch affirms its personality through its 41 mm- diameter 
case.

The dial as a canvas
Like a precious canvas, the eggshell-coloured dial delicately highlights the pink gold 
dauphine hands and hour-markers.

Master Ultra Thin 41

Ref. 133 25 11
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 898C
Automatic mechanical movement, 195 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 43-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 41 mm diameter.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Autonomy on display
Like a fuel gauge, the power-reserve indicator between 10 and 11 o’clock reveals the 
number of hours that the watch will continue operating without being worn. Its au-
tomatic movement means that it is rewound simply by moving one’s wrist.

Rich understatement
Enriched by a trio of indicators - power reserve, pointer-type date display between 
2 and 3 o’clock, and small seconds at 6 o’clock -, this watch radiates refined under- 
statement and dynamic elegance with its pure design.

Timeless buckle
In the charming manner of traditional watches, the leather strap is fastened like a 
belt thanks to its pin buckle. It provides a familiar gesture and a comfortable feel 
against the skin.

Master Ultra Thin Réserve de Marche

Ref. 137 84 20
Stainless steel/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 938
Automatic mechanical movement, 273 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 43-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, small seconds, date, power reserve.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 39 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Expressive finesse 
This delightfully discreet watch houses moon-phase and date functions within a case 
that is less than one centimetre thick.

A view of the movement
An open window into the mysteries of the movement, the sapphire case-back reveals 
the extremely slim Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 925 that measures just 4.9 mm thick. 
The watch is automatically wound by the steady to-and-fro motion of the 22-carat 
gold oscillating weight.

Curvaceous moon
The delicately rounded moon-phase display and finely engraved dial create a pleasing 
volume effect, further accentuated by the concentric date indicator that embraces 
both functions. 

Master Ultra Thin Moon

Ref. 136 25 20
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 925
Automatic mechanical movement, 246 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 38-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, central seconds, date, moon phases.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 39 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Master Ultra Thin Perpetual

Ref. 130 84 70
Stainless steel/leather

An emblematic complication
Three counters of identical dimensions display the perpetual calendar functions: the 
day of the week at 9 o’clock, the calendar at 3 o’clock, and the month at 6 o’clock. 
Above the dial, a discreet moon-phase indicator pursues its progression, displaying 
the ever-changing lunar profile in its wake.

Extreme thinness
With a thickness of only 9.2 mm, the model’s stainless steel case houses an ultra-thin 
movement of great sophistication, representing the multiple skills of the Grande Maison.

Deep black
With a deep black, sunray-brushed dial, the watch features an original, strong design, 
which extends to the alligator-skin strap of the same colour. The golden-brown moon 
appears equally as intense at 12 o’clock. 

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 868
Automatic mechanical movement, 336 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 38-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, central seconds, perpetual calendar: day, month, date, four-digit year, 
moon phases.
Materials available: 18-carat white gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 39 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Pure elegance
In perfect harmony, the hour-markers on the lowest section of the dial make way for  
the show performed by the tourbillon. This watch, measuring just 11.3 mm thick, offers 
a rare and harmonious blend of expertise and refinement.

Head-spinning lightness
With its carriage made of light and resistant grade-5 titanium, this tourbillon is the 
epitome of lightness on both aesthetic and material levels.

On the other side of the looking glass
To prolong the visual delights of discovering this watch, the sapphire crystal re-
veals the Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 982 that beats at a rate of 28,800 vibrations 
per hour, a frequency that ensures enhanced stability when the watch is worn, and 
thus, greater precision.

Master Ultra Thin Tourbillon

Ref. 132 34 20
18-carat white gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 982
Automatic mechanical movement, 262 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 45-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, small seconds at 6 o’clock, tourbillon.
Materials available: 18-carat white gold, 18-carat pink gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 40 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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The beauty of skeleton working
The art of empty spaces is raised to the rank of a true art form. The ultra-thin movement 
of this watch has been entirely openworked by the nimble fingers of the skeleton- 
working artisan, who exercises his craft within the Grande Maison. A delicate operation 
reveals the intricacies of the gear wheels in their purest possible form. 

The art of guillochage
Each compartment that’s dedicated to timekeeping is adorned with a guilloché motif 
that imparts a pleasing visual rhythm on the overall appearance of the watch.

An extension on the back
Upon swivelling the timepiece, where even the slim caseband has been delicately 
engraved, the eye is immediately drawn to the openworked movement that is visible 
through the sapphire crystal case-back. 

Master Ultra Thin Squelette

Ref. 134 25 SQ
18-carat pink gold/leather

Ref. 134 35 01
18-carat white gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 849A SQ
Manually wound mechanical movement, 119 parts, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 33-hour power 
reserve.

Functions: hour, minute.
Materials available: limited series of 100 pieces in 18-carat white gold and 100 pieces in 18-carat 
pink gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 38 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Master Control

Understated elegance: a line that associates a classic  
aesthetic with technical performance. 

 

The Master Control collection 
is the supreme expression of 
refined, watchmaking tradi-
tions, meticulously cultivated 
by Jaeger-LeCoultre. Equipped 
with a wide range of functions, 
the Master Control models 
unite classic, aesthetic appeal 

with technical performance, 
illustrating the reliability of 
the movements developed by 
the Manufacture. This was the 
first line to benefit from the 
“1000 hours control” that in- 
spired its name. 



High-performance movement
The automatic winding movement of this watch operates with a variable-inertia balance 
wheel that guarantees a stable rate. To ensure enhanced, shock resistance and out- 
standing reliability, the balance-bridge is fitted with two rests and the balance-spring 
is laser-welded on either end. The ceramic ball bearings of this movement mean it 
requires no lubrication.

Timeless aperture
The elegant date window illustrates the classically timeless nature of this watch.

A surprise on the back
To prolong its visual pleasure, this watch is fitted with a sapphire crystal case-back that 
reveals the automatic winding movement, driven by a 22-carat gold oscillating weight.

Master Control

Ref. 154 84 20
Stainless steel/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 899
Automatic mechanical movement, 219 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 38-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, seconds, date.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 39 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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The entire calendar
The extremely readable and understated dial of this watch displays the hours, minutes, 
and small seconds, as well as a complete set of calendar indications: day, month, 
date, and moon phases.

Finely balanced proportions
With its elegant 39 mm-diameter case, only 10.6 mm thick, the Master Calendar 
flatters any wrist.

Vibrant colours
The discreet yet distinctive red, crescent-tipped date hand stands out against a midnight 
blue background that’s studded with sparkling stars that dance after the glowing moon.

Master Calendar

Ref. 155 25 20
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 866
Automatic mechanical movement, 305 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 40-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, seconds, day, month, date, moon phases. 
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 39 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Pulsometer scale
Originally designed for doctors and nurses, the pulsometer scale serves to measure 
their patients’ pulses, without any need for calculations.

The heart of precision
The movement of this watch is equipped with a column wheel that coordinates 
the different start, stop, and reset phases of the chronograph function, as well as a 
vertical coupling-clutch that guarantees optimal reliability of the start/stop function.

Admirable reserve
This sturdy and reliable Master Chronograph, with its 40 mm case, is also endowed 
with a significant 65-hour power reserve.

Master Chronograph

Ref. 153 84 20
Stainless steel/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 751A/1
Automatic mechanical movement, 277 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 65-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, small seconds, date. Chronograph: hour, minute and seconds counters. 
Pulsometer scale on the inner bezel.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 40 mm diameter.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Bringing the world to the wrist
Would you like to glance at the time in New York, Tokyo, or Rio? The second time-
zone dial, located at 6 o’clock, automatically moves to the time in the selected city 
and also takes into account the summer time (DST). It’s a horological complication 
that simplifies life.

Dynamic shapes
Complete with variously shaped, useful functions that are arranged around the dial, this 
watch features a dynamic design that reflects the spirit of keen travellers, passionate 
about watches. In an additional subtle touch, the city disc opening is shaped like the 
Jaeger-LeCoultre ‘anchor’ logo. 

Day or night
The small day/night indicator specifies whether it is 7 am or 7 pm in the city representing 
the second time zone.

Master Geographic

Ref. 142 25 21
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 939A
Automatic mechanical movement, 310 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 43-hour power reserve.

Functions: main time zone: hour, minute, central seconds, date, power reserve, day/night indication. 
Second time zone: hour, minute, 24-city disc specifying summer time, 24-hour indication.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 39 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Extremely pure sound
Having made history in 1956 as the first automatic winding alarm watch, the Memovox 
now offers an extremely pure sound.

Modern performances
The technical performances of the watch are reinforced by a large variable-inertia 
balance wheel, ceramic ball bearings, and a 45-hour power reserve.

Sleek elegance
With its pure lines, its dial that creates subtle light effects, and its Alpha hands and 
hour-markers, the Master Memovox exudes an aura of timeless elegance. The date 
appears through an aperture at 3 o’clock.

Master Memovox

Ref. 141 84 30
Stainless steel/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 956
Automatic mechanical movement, 268 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 45-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, seconds, date, alarm.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 40 mm diameter.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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A stunning vision
While alleviating the effects of gravity on the movement, the tourbillon also provides 
a spectacular sight. To ensure that a fraction of the show is not missed, the date hand, 
with its two red tips, jumps between the 15th and the 16th of each month.

Whirling lightness
Composed of 71 parts, including a large balance wheel, the tourbillon is a true 
featherweight at 0.33 grams. Its carriage, with entirely hand-polished angles, is made 
from an ultra-light grade-5 titanium alloy that helps keep energy consumption to an 
absolute minimum.

Second time zone
The dial displays the reference time in a 24-hour mode, along with the second time 
zone, to accompany you to the other side of the world.

Master Tourbillon Dualtime

Ref. 156 24 21
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 978B
Automatic mechanical movement, 302 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 48-hour power reserve.

Functions: local hour, minute, 24-hour reference time, tourbillon regulator with seconds indicator, 
jumping-hand date display.
Material available: 18-carat pink gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 41.5 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Master Grande Tradition

The elegance of tradition  
meets technical performance 

 

The refined aesthetic of the 
Master Grande  Tradition cele-
brates the undeniable elegance 
of 19th-century pocket watches. 
With stretched hour-markers, 
a traditional minute circle, dau-
phine-type hands, and a finely 
grained dial, each model pays 
tribute to the timeless nature 
of classic, fine watchmaking 

design codes, while combin-
ing them with the watchmak-
ing skills cultivated by Jaeger- 
LeCoultre. Sophisticated com-
plications are perfectly staged 
in these creations, enhanced to 
perfection by the work of the 
artisans that exercise their Rare 
Handcrafts (“Métiers Rares”). 



The spirit of the tourbillon
This watch model houses a Jaeger-LeCoultre Manufacture tourbillon at the heart 
of its dial, comprised of pure, simple lines. Fitted with a cylindrical balance-spring, 
it considerably reduces the negative effects of gravity on the movement and gua-
rantees reliability. 

An elegant dial
On the silvered, grained dial that subtly attracts the light, hour-markers that are as 
slender as pencil lines elegantly extend under the tips of dauphine-type hands. 

Details that count
To show the tourbillon at its best, the dial is slightly withdrawn into the background, 
enabling the onlooker to enjoy this majestic watchmaking spectacle to the fullest. 
On the tourbillon, a small blue arrow that is located on the three-part hand indicates 
the passing of the seconds.

Master Grande Tradition  
Tourbillon Cylindrique

Ref. 508 64 20
Platinum/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 995
Automatic mechanical movement, 275 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 45-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, flying tourbillon. 
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, platinum.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 42 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Finesse and harmony
On the ultra-readable, grained-finish dial, the perpetual calendar functions each find 
their ideal space within a symmetrically pleasing arrangement. The extremely slim 
hour-markers form a half-circle that frames the pointer-type, gold-rimmed indicators.

Head-spinning heart
The mechanism’s prime feature is the flying tourbillon that keeps the movement 
steadily beating, while turning the heads of all those with a passion for beautiful 
watches. It is equipped with a cylindrical balance-spring and guarantees excellent 
timekeeping precision.

Tribute to Antoine LeCoultre
Paying homage to the inventive spirit of Antoine LeCoultre, the Manufacture’s founder, 
the movement’s 22-carat gold oscillating weight is adorned with an engraving that 
depicts the medal won at the 1889 Universal Exposition in Paris. It can be admired 
through the sapphire crystal case-back.

Master Grande Tradition Tourbillon 
Cylindrique à Quantième Perpétuel

Ref. 504 25 20
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 985
Automatic mechanical movement, 431 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 45-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, flying tourbillon fitted with a cylindrical spring, seconds indication on the 
flying tourbillon, perpetual calendar: day, month, date, 4-digit year, moon phases.
Materials available: limited series of 180 pieces in extra-white platinum, 18-carat pink gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 42 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Grand orchestral sound
Thanks to its crystal gongs, with their heels firmly welded to the crystal, along 
with its trebuchet hammers, the rich melody of the minute repeater rings with out- 
standing intensity. The impeccably regular, long-lasting notes are an auditory delight. 
To ensure the wearer’s peace of mind, a safety device on the pushbutton avoids 
having to press it again while the minute repeater is in action. Thus, it prevents any 
damage to the mechanism.

Automatically surprising
To enhance user friendliness, this watch is driven by an automatic movement. Its gold 
oscillating weight may be admired through the sapphire crystal on the back of the case.

Pristine beauty
Subtly raised hour-markers stretch like tiny batons on the finely grained dial that softly 
catches the light, while the small seconds appear at 6 o’clock on an opaline dial that 
plays with sunbeams. The minute repeater pushbutton elegantly merges with the 
satin-finish case, which is modestly sized to fit even the slimmest wrist.

Master Grande Tradition  
à Répétition Minutes

Ref. 509 25 20
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 942
Automatic mechanical movement, 437 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 40-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, small seconds, minute repeater.
Material available: 18-carat pink gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 39 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Perpetual functions
Symmetrically arranged around the dial, the perpetual calendar functions har-
moniously match one another with their skeleton indicators at 3, 6, and 9 o’clock.  
A day/night indicator and an aperture for the power reserve, which has a duration of 
8 days, appear at 12 o’clock. 

The sheer beauty of skeletonisation
Jaeger-LeCoultre’s artisan practitioner of Rare Handcrafts (“Métiers Rares”) has entirely 
skeletonised and decorated the movement by hand, revealing the mechanism and only 
leaving room for the essentials. The material is cut away with a tiny saw, and then the 
surfaces are individually drawn out, bevelled, polished, chased, and engraved by hand. 

Enamelled perimeter
With a delicate guilloché pattern, the dial’s perimeter is coated with a deep green 
Grand Feu enamel that elegantly matches the grey geartrains and indications. 

Master Grande Tradition à Quantième 
Perpétuel 8 jours SQ

Ref. 506 35 40
18-carat white gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 876SQ
Manually wound mechanical movement, 262 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 8-day power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, perpetual calendar: day, month, date, 4-figure year, moon phases, day/
night indicator.
Material available: limited series of 200 pieces in 18-carat white gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 42 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Stellar tourbillon
As if floating weightlessly in a star-studded night sky, the celestial tourbillon gua-
rantees the reliability of the movement and takes a full day to turn around the dial, 
thereby presenting a different face each time one looks at the watch. 

Map of the stars
Immersed in the sky map of the Northern hemisphere, the eye naturally seeks to 
identify familiar constellations on the dial, such as the Big Dipper. Is the day placed 
under the sign of Taurus or Capricorn? A golden sun moves around the outer rim and 
indicates the day of the month, as well as the corresponding zodiac sign.

Precious corona
Like a halo of precious light that surrounds the heavenly vision, the inner bezel 
ring is adorned with brilliant-cut diamonds, whose sparkle is further enhanced by  
baguette-cut diamonds that entirely cover the bezel, lugs, and crown.

Master Grande Tradition  
Tourbillon Céleste

Ref. 507 34 01
Gem-set 18-carat white gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 946
Manually wound mechanical movement, 334 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 45-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, flying tourbillon, celestial map, signs of the zodiac, month, 24-hour indication.
Material available: 18-carat white gold.
Gem-setting: 174 diamonds, approx. 5.4 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 42 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Surprising tourbillon
The orbital tourbillon, which guarantees the movement’s reliability, reserves a surprise 
for each gaze at the watch. As though floating weightlessly, it accompanies the 
movement around the dial, as it completes a revolution every day.

Precious contrasts
Like a sculpture, the watch’s dial is made up of geometric motifs in mother-of-pearl 
and aventurine. A mosaic of contrasts between light and dark tones gives the watch 
a unique character for a fine watchmaking timepiece.

Setting in light
To enhance the decoration of the dial, the master jeweller has set the perimeter, bezel, 
and crown with baguette-cut diamonds. The lugs are also set with diamonds that 
create a captivating effect of light.

Master Grande Tradition  
Tourbillon Céleste

Ref. 507 34 03
18-carat white gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 946
Manually wound mechanical movement, 334 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 45-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, flying tourbillon.
Material available: limited series of 8 pieces in 18-carat white gold.
Gem-setting: 213 diamonds, approx. 13.44 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 42 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Rendez-Vous

A graceful world brimming with delicate nuances

Precious, sophisticated, and so delightfully feminine with its roun-
ded curves, the Rendez-Vous collection does not reveal all its mys-
teries at first glance. One needs to take a closer look to discover 
all its treasures: its automatic movement, whose intricate complexi-
ties are revealed through the sapphire crystal case-back; the deli-
cacy of its finishing and of its dial, featuring a fine guilloché motif 
or adorned with mother-of-pearl; and the radiance of its precious 
stones.
Graceful from every angle, this collection embodies an ideal blend 
of aesthetic and mechanical excellence. It is an anthem to beauty 
that flatters feminine wrists by night and day.



When women are looking for complications

Contrary to certain preconceived ideas, the first wristwatches 
were worn by women. Always ahead of its time, Jaeger- 
LeCoultre was one of the first to offer women elegant time-
pieces entirely set with diamonds and fitted with exceptionally 
small calibres. The Rendez-Vous collection pays tribute to this 
tradition by offering them the horological complications they 
now desire.
Dreams are everywhere in these mesmerisingly beautiful and 
romantic complications. Witness the moon phases set against a 
star-studded background, the tourbillon delivering a performance 
that one never gets tired of admiring, or the crystal-clear chimes 
of the minute repeater surrounded by precious ivy foliage. The 
expertise of the artisans, exercising their skills within the Grande 
Maison, is majestically showcased through this collection, where 
no detail is left to chance. 



10 pm or 10 am?
The sun and moon rotate past a 6 o’clock indicator that shows whether the time 
displayed is a day or night-time hour.

A touch of sophistication (gem-set version)
The entirely guilloché dial is enhanced by a bezel that’s set with brilliant-cut diamonds, 
radiantly highlighting the watch’s daintiness.

Shimmering dial (non gem-set version)
Like a secret drawn from the hollow of a shell, mother-of-pearl reveals its delicately 
iridescent shimmer when exposed to the light. It magnificently embellishes the beauty 
of this watch, forming a perfect backdrop for the diamonds that dot the hour-markers 
in a subtle evocation of quintessential femininity. Complementing this magnificent 
expression of gentle elegance on the wrist, the bezel of the watch forms a concave 
shape composed of soft, feather-light curves.

Rendez-Vous Night & Day

Ref. 346 84 22
Gem-set stainless steel/leather

Ref. 346 24 90
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 967A
Automatic mechanical movement, 203 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 42-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, central seconds, day/night indicator.
Materials available: gem-set version: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel. Non gem-set version: 18-carat 
pink gold, stainless steel.
Gem-setting: gem-set version: 60 diamonds, approx. 0.42 carats. Non gem-set version: 11 diamonds, 
approx. 0.02 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds. 
Strap/Bracelet: gem-set version: alligator leather, 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel. Non gem-set version: 
alligator leather, stainless steel.
Case: 29 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Precious face
The brilliant-cut diamonds that adorn the crown are a sparkling echo of the radiant 
sunburst, satin-brushed dial.
 
Stellar dance
The moon and sun at 6 o’clock perform a graceful choreography in the day/night 
indicator. Its powdered, silver-toned finish elegantly matches the iconic numerals of 
the Rendez-Vous collection.

Rendez-Vous Night & Day

Ref. 344 84 60 
Gem-set stainless steel/leather

Ref. 344 24 50
Gem-set 18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 898A
Automatic mechanical movement, 204 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 40-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, central seconds, day/night indicator.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel. 
Gem-setting: 60 diamonds, approx. 0.69 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds. 
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 34 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Glittering diamond and mother-of-pearl reflections
Immersed in a mother-of-pearl ocean, the centre and rim of the dial are magnified by 
brilliant-cut diamonds. Adding a further touch of sophistication, the lugs and sides 
of the case are also decked out in these precious stones that eloquently speak to a 
woman’s heart.

Heavenly signs of the times
An indicator at 6 o’clock displays the alternation of sun and moon, as they show the 
wearer whether it is 10 am or 10 pm.

Generous size
Framing an elegant round dial, this watch radiates a sophisticated and feminine 
presence on the wrist.

Rendez-Vous Night & Day

Ref. 343 34 90
Gem-set 18-carat white gold/satin

Ref. 343 24 90
Gem-set 18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 898A
Automatic mechanical movement, 204 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 40-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, seconds, day/night indicator.
Materials available: 18-carat white gold, 18-carat pink gold.
Gem-setting: model in 18-carat white gold: 191 brilliant-cut diamonds, approx. 1.42 carats; model 
in 18-carat pink gold: 175 brilliant-cut diamonds, approx. 1.33 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds.
Straps: satin, alligator leather.
Case: 36 mm diameter, sapphire case-back.
Water resistance: 3 bar. 
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Delightfully rounded date
The date appears through a gracefully rounded 6 o’clock dial aperture that echoes 
the aesthetic of the Rendez-Vous line.

Shimmering refinement
The shimmer of mother-of-pearl instils the dial with a sense of gentle delicacy, while 
diamonds mark the hours, and lend a discreet and refined touch.

Curvaceous design
The pleasingly soft concave shape of the bezel accentuates the feminine spirit 
of this model.

Rendez-Vous Date

Ref. 354 84 90
Stainless steel/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 899
Automatic mechanical movement, 219 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 38-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, seconds, date.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 37.5 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Feminine figure
The smallest model in the Rendez-Vous line, this watch exudes a discreet and dainty 
charm on the wrist with its 27.5 mm diameter.

Jaeger-LeCoultre miniature marvel
Drawing upon Jaeger-LeCoultre’s remarkable expertise in the miniaturisation of its 
calibres, and to match its dainty proportions, the Rendez-Vous Date watch houses 
one of the smallest automatic movements, Calibre 966, from the Jaeger-LeCoultre 
Manufacture. 

A sparkling showcase for the date
A diamond-set bezel magnifies the dial’s beauty, which reveals the date through an 
aperture at 6 o’clock.

Rendez-Vous Date

Ref. 351 21 20
Gem-set 18-carat pink gold/ 

18-carat pink gold

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 966
Automatic mechanical movement, 214 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 42-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, central seconds, date.
Material available: 18-carat pink gold.
Gem-setting: 60 diamonds, approx. 0.42 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds.
Strap/Bracelet: alligator leather, 18-carat pink gold.
Case: 27.5 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Art imitates plant-life in shimmering mother-of-pearl
As if gently stirred by the breeze, the ivy leaves appear to rustle beneath the mother-
of-pearl. The emblematic floral numerals of the Rendez-Vous collection gracefully 
unfurl on this dainty face.

Luminous gem-setting
The purity of sparkling diamonds is harmoniously matched by the delicate charm 
of mother-of-pearl.

Automatic movement
Its 34 mm diameter houses an automatic movement that ensures peace of mind and 
pleasing proportions.

Rendez-Vous Ivy

Ref. 356 34 30
Gem-set 18-carat white gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 898C
Automatic mechanical movement, 195 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 43-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute.
Material available: 18-carat white gold.
Gem-setting: 380 diamonds, approx. 1.05 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 34 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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A celestial vision of time
An enchanting lapis lazuli disc bears the signs of the zodiac and constellations of the 
Northern hemisphere, almost imperceptibly driven by the automatic movement as the 
year goes by. The blue dial, with its guilloché finish, echoes the immensity of the universe.

Star-studded gem-setting
Like sparkling stars that mark the boundaries of space, brilliant-cut diamonds adorn 
the bezel, lugs, sides of the case, and upper part of the dial. In precious detail, the 
two crowns are set with inverted diamonds.

Shooting star
Activated by one of the crowns, a poetic and mysterious shooting star moves around 
the dial to mark an important moment in your day as you set your very own rendezvous 
with the stars.

Rendez-Vous Celestial

Ref. 348 35 90
Gem-set 18-carat white gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 809/1
Automatic mechanical movement, 238 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 40-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, sky chart, celestial disc, signs of the zodiac, hand for indicating the time 
of an appointment.
Material available: 18-carat white gold.
Gem-setting: 155 brilliant-cut diamonds, approx. 2.09 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 37.5 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Radiant beauty
Fire is merged with light in the pink gold case and the purple-red aventurine dial 
that represent the Northern hemisphere constellations. The case and dial are both 
embellished by the diamonds’ brilliance.

The moon in all its majesty
A majestic, mother-of-pearl moon slowly progresses in the middle of the heavenly 
vault. It reflects the gentle brilliance of the top of the dial, that is adorned with the 
same material as the backdrop of the elegant, applique numerals. At the tip of a hand, 
a mysterious star indicates the time of a future rendezvous.

Rendez-Vous Moon

Ref. 353 24 90
Gem-set 18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 935
Automatic mechanical movement, 265 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 40-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, moon phases, hand for indicating the time of an appointment.
Material available: 18-carat pink gold.
Gem-setting: 190 diamonds, approx. 2.5 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds. 
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 39 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Mother-of-pearl
Full of mystery and clad in mother-of-pearl, the moon is revealed in a wide display 
at 6 o’clock. In the centre of a starry sky, it transmits the most delicate reflections, to 
the delight of romantic dreamers everywhere.

Ivy reaches for the stars
Like a midsummer night sky, the Grand Feu enamel dial reveals thousands of stars. 
The master enameller has scattered minuscule chips of silver throughout the surface 
to create this heavenly impression. Hand-painted ivy leaves creep into the sky, like 
a symbol of eternal love. 

Brilliance of the stars
Evoking the shining stars above, the bezel, lugs, and case’s crown are set with  
brilliant-cut diamonds. A star that can slide around the dial, adjustable via one of  
the watch’s crowns, indicates the time of your next rendezvous.

Rendez-Vous Moon

Ref. 353 34 E1
Gem-set 18-carat white gold/satin

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 935
Automatic mechanical movement, 265 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 40-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, moon phases, hand for indicating the time of an appointment.
Material available: 18-carat white gold.
Gem-setting: 124 diamonds, approx. 2.63 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds. 
Strap: satin.
Case: 39 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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A tourbillon in the plant world
One’s gaze is constantly drawn to the tourbillon, intrigued by its irresistible rotations. 
The uninterrupted rotations of the tourbillon neutralise the harmful effects of gravity 
on the movement. A row of diamonds forms a delicate crown and highlights the 
opening of a watchmaking spectacle. 

Majestic ivy
The ivy motif seems to spring from the tourbillon and scroll out over the dial. A classic 
guilloché covers the surface, while a plant-effect guilloché recreates the veins of the 
plant. To further enhance the complication, the elegant, contemporary, plum-coloured 
hue and organic lacework are adorned with translucent enamel.

A diamond adornment
The setting’s radiance on the bezel, horns, and crown serves to further accent the 
deep colour of the watch. A portion of the bracelet buckle and the middle of the 
band are also set with diamonds to add to the piece’s sophistication.

Rendez-Vous Tourbillon

Ref. 341 34 E3
Gem-set 18-carat white gold/satin

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 978
Automatic mechanical movement, 302 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 45-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, seconds, tourbillon.
Material available: 18-carat white gold.
Gem-setting: 211 diamonds, approx. 2.77 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds. 
Strap: satin.
Case: 39 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Melodious chimes
When the minute repeater starts to strike, time stands still and sound delights the 
ear. The watchmaking artisans at Jaeger-LeCoultre have developed a chime that 
produces a rich and intense auditory experience, thanks to the trebuchet hammers 
striking crystal gongs welded to the sapphire crystal.

Delicate foliage
A universal symbol of faithfulness, ivy weaves its way across the dial, entwining the 
numerals with its diamond-set leaves. Jaeger-LeCoultre’s distinctive snow-setting 
technique ensures that gems of various sizes are perfectly nested in order to form this 
precious foliage. Rows of diamonds magnify the entire case, with 550 ageless stones.

Subtle shades
This exquisitely graceful ivy twines across an enamelled dial that is patiently crafted 
by a master enameller. On a white gold dial, adorned with a sunburst guilloché motif, 
the artisan uses a brush to delicately apply blue pigment that gives the watch its 
inimitable shimmer, creating a fascinating moiré effect.

Rendez-Vous Minute Repeater

Ref. 350 34 E1
Gem-set 18-carat white gold/satin

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 942
Automatic mechanical movement, 437 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 40-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, small seconds, minute repeater.
Material available: limited series of 88 pieces in 18-carat white gold.
Gem-setting: 550 diamonds, approx. 2.3 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds.
Strap: satin.
Case: 39 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Diamonds in all their majesty
Sparkling like the crystals that make a snowflake, a circle of brilliant, baguette, and 
marquise-cut diamonds give their exquisite beauty to the cover of this Rendez-Vous 
Secret watch. Two rows of diamonds adorn its bracelet, which graces the slenderest 
of wrists. 

When ivy meets mother-of-pearl
Leaves of ivy subtly shimmer against the mother-of-pearl and bring the dial to life 
with their iridescent reflections, while time is measured by the delicate numerals that 
are emblematic of the Rendez-Vous line. 

Shhhh, it’s a secret…
Like a hushed whisper, whose secret is only blushingly revealed, the watch’s cover 
slightly opens to give a glimpse of the time that appears on its dial. The time is im-
mediately forgotten, given the beauty of its case.

Rendez-Vous Secret

Ref. 355 33 07
Gem-set 18-carat white gold/gem-set 

18-carat white gold

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 846/1
Manually wound mechanical movement, 93 parts, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 38-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute.
Material available: 18-carat white gold.
Gem-setting: 304 diamonds, approx. 11.9 carats. F-G, VVS diamonds. 
Bracelet: gem-set 18-carat white gold.
Case: 24 mm diameter.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Geophysic

Character, personality, richly suprising horological content.  
A legend lives on. 

The Geophysic Collection conveys a great deal without making 
a show of it. Subtly and unostentatiously, the models stand out 
and appeal to those who take an interest. Their name belongs as 
much to the world’s history as to  Jaeger-LeCoultre’s own heritage. 
A legendary chronometer created in 1958, within the framework of 
the International Geophysical Year, it brims with exploration and 
scientific discoveries. The Grande Maison gives a new lease on life 
to the Geophysic through a line of models combining aesthetic 
appeal, technical sophistication, and user-friendliness. 



The complexity of a fine watchmaking 
calibre behind the stunning simplicity of use

The Geophysic, in its different versions, proves itself both resolutely 
contemporary and classic. Playing with paradoxes, it combines 
the complexity of an automatic, fine watchmaking calibre with 
great simplicity of use, to the delight of those who choose it. 
The Geophysic Universal Time and the Geophysic True Second 
models are both equipped with the True Second complication, 
stemming from an extremely sophisticated construction. This 
device involves a seconds hand that jumps once per second, 
contrary to standard mechanical movements, and does so without 
disturbing the rate of the watch. These models are also equipped 
with the Gyrolab, an atypical balance wheel whose non-circular 
configuration reduces air friction. It’s a decisive breakthrough in 
terms of the watch’s precision. 



A design nod to 1958
In tribute to the original model, this watch features a slightly broader 38.5 mm diameter 
to ensure enhanced comfort and greater readability. Its pure lines and perfect symmetry 
combine to create a timeless style. 

Off-road calibre
Loyal to the spirit of the scientific expeditions that have made their mark on history, such 
as the submarine North Pole crossing, the watch is equipped with the Jaeger-LeCoultre 
Calibre 898/1, which is considered to be one of the most accurate and reliable auto-
matic watch movements.

High precision
The Geophysic 1958 is legendary and yet unmistakably contemporary, with a stop- 
seconds function that ensures more accurate time-setting, 28,800 vibrations per hour,  
a guarantee of high precision, and a balance wheel with micrometric adjustment. 

Geophysic 1958

Ref. 800 85 20
Stainless steel/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 898/1
Automatic mechanical movement, 201 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 43-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, central seconds hand.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 38.5 mm diameter.
Water resistance: 10 bar.
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Not so very classical
Drawing inspiration from the original Geophysic watch, this version features a simple 
aesthetic whose charm lies in the details. Luminescent dots top the hour-markers on 
the inner bezel ring, echoing the hands that also glow in the dark. The sapphire crystal 
case-back provides a chance to admire the movement’s Côtes de Genève finishes.

‘Speed dating’
The date appears in an elegant window at 3 o’clock. The single crown serves to wind 
the movement, adjust the hours and minutes simultaneously, adjust the hours inde-
pendently of the minutes, and thus, reset the correct date more rapidly.

Every second counts
The surprisingly accurate large hand on the dial actually stops with each elapsed 
second. This True Second hand offers an exact reading of time and represents an 
authentic complication for a mechanical movement. An aerodynamic balance wheel 
contributes to the excellent reliability of this mechanism.

Geophysic True Second 

Ref. 801 25 20
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 770
Automatic mechanical movement, 270 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 40-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, True Second, date.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 39.6 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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The world within reach
At the centre of the map lies the North Pole, a tribute to the USS Nautilus expedition 
beneath the ice cap that took place during the International Geophysical Year in 1958. 
In exploring the lacquered oceans and engraved finishes, the wearer of this model 
feels as though his journey has already begun.

Time for travel
The traveller starts ticking to the time in Paris or New York with one simple adjustment. 
The single crown serves to move the worldtime disc in one smooth move, as well as set 
the hours independently of the minutes. A surefire means of making cross-continental 
travel twice as pleasurable.

To the nearest second
The hand literally marks off each second of elapsed time. The True Second is a 
complication that enables an accurate reading of the time at each given moment, 
and reveals the sophistication of the movement driving the watch.

Geophysic Universal Time

Ref. 810 84 20
Stainless steel/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 772
Automatic mechanical movement, 271 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 40-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, True Second, worldtime.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 41.6 mm diameter.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Duomètre

A revolutionary horological concept behind a refined  
and restrained aesthetic 

Inspired by the dream of pushing watchmaking boundaries, the 
Dual-Wing concept invented by Jaeger-LeCoultre is twice as 
 revolutionary. Two independent mechanisms, united by a single 
regulating organ, ensure the peerless performance and preci-
sion of the Duomètre collection. The first of these mechanisms is  
dedicated to the smooth running of the complications, while the 
second governs the precision of time measurement. The cohabita-
tion between these two parts that compose the Dual-Wing move-
ment earns the Duomètre collection a place of its own within the 
world of complication watches. 



The aesthetic refinement of 19th-century models

A multitude of high-precision techniques are used to hand-decorate 
the movements of each watch. For example, the “côtes soleillées” 
motif is a technique developed by Jaeger-LeCoultre, which adorns 
the metal with a pattern similar to that of a sunbeam. The exceptio-
nal attention devoted to finishing ensures the smooth interaction of 
all parts of the watch.
The dial, the first element visible to the naked eye, reflects the wealth 
of this model. The subtly grained face plays with alternating light 
and shade effects that accentuate its symmetry and further facili-
tate the reading of its functions. The case of each model highlights 
the harmony between the polished lugs and the satin-brushed case 
middle. These watches are as pleasing to look at as they are to wear. 



The moon in all its majesty
On the left side of the silvered, opaline dial, the lunar calendar function is displayed 
under the domed sapphire crystal. The hand-hammered moon phase indicator gracefully 
evolves in a sky delicately sprinkled with stars. To the right of this scene, the hours 
counter blends seamlessly with the extreme elegance of the traditional hour-markers.

The Dual-Wing system
The case houses two independent mechanisms: one dedicated to the functions and 
the other to operating the watch’s regulating organ. They each have their own source 
of energy, which guarantees maximum timekeeping accuracy.

Opening up the movement
At 6 o’clock, the ‘jumping seconds’ counter is surrounded on either side by the deco-
rated movement, which can be admired through two simple and discreet apertures. 
On either side of the bright red rubies, the geartrains, bridges, and bottom plate 
come into focus as onlookers further discover the watch.

Duomètre Quantième Lunaire

Ref. 604 34 20
18-carat white gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 381
Manually wound mechanical movement, 374 parts, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 2 independent 
barrels each with a 50-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, central seconds, jumping seconds, date, moon phases, power reserve 
for the regulating organ, power reserve for the functions.
Material available: 18-carat white gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 40.5 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Second time zone
This watch crosses continents with its wearer. Placed opposite the reference time at 
2 o’clock is a second time-zone indicator adjustable to the nearest minute. A hand 
displays the minutes, while the hours appear through an aperture.

A map of the world on your wrist
The delightfully rounded and colourful globe at 6 o’clock displays the world’s 24 time 
zones, while a discreet day/night indicator enables the wearer to track this useful 
temporal reference. It’s a stunning sight appearing against the backdrop of a deli-
cately grained dial.

A surprise on the other side
Like another stage in the discovery of this watch, the back brings a different set of 
surprises. Its circumference is engraved with the names of the cities corresponding to 
the 24 time zones, while a sapphire crystal reveals the watch movement that features 
the Dual-Wing concept. 

Duomètre Unique Travel Time

Ref. 606 25 20
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 383
Manually wound mechanical movement, 498 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 2 independent 
barrels each with a 50-hour power reserve.

Functions: reference time: hour, minute, central seconds. 2nd time zone: digital jumping hour display, 
minute, worldtime. World map, day/night indicator.
Material available: 18-carat pink gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 42 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Two wings
Like a bird adjusting its flight using both wings, the Dual-Wing concept is composed 
of two independent watch mechanisms. One transmits its force to the regulating 
organ, while the other drives the chronograph functions.

Jumping seconds
Tirelessly staging a lively show at 6 o’clock, the jumping seconds hand performs one 
full turn per second and indicates a sixth of a second. 

A dial hinting at what lies below
As if to reveal something of its inner mysteries, the dial is openworked at 5 and 7 
o’clock, thus, allowing glimpses of a stunningly beautiful, finely decorated watch 
movement, on which the nickel silver bridges and mainplate reflect the light for a 
delightful effect.

Duomètre Chronographe

Ref. 601 25 21
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 380A 
Manually wound mechanical movement, 445 parts, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 2 independent 
barrels each with a 50-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, central seconds, power reserve. Chronograph: concentric hour and minute, 
seconds, jumping seconds, chronograph power reserve.
Material available: 18-carat pink gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 42 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Master Extreme

Technical and inventive watches for world explorers 

In the beginning was adventure, with a desire to discover, to 
cross over, to reach… The Jaeger-LeCoultre Manufacture, born in 
the Vallée de Joux in a remote area of the Swiss Jura, has been 
imbued since its origins with a determination to transcend fron-
tiers. The harsh living conditions and the isolation of the region 
has led its inhabitants to display daring tenacity, and innovation. 
These qualities continue to pervade the identity of our Brand, 
and particularly the Master Extreme collection, whose perfect-
ly designed functions, ergonomic proportions, innovative mate-
rials, and a unique compression key system ensure optimal water 
resistance on all Master Compressor models. From the highest 
peaks to the depths of the ocean, this range accompanies the 
pioneers of adventure.



Diving watches equally at home under the water  
as in the city

In 1959, the Manufacture made a noteworthy entrance into the field 
of diving watches by creating the Memovox Deep Sea, the first au-
tomatic diving watch equipped with an alarm designed to remind 
divers that it was time to begin the return to the surface. Since 
then, the Grande Maison has perpetuated the Jaeger-LeCoultre  
Deep Sea collection through models inspired by the original cha-
racteristics that feature a blend of technical performance and ele-
gance suited for daily wear. These timepieces look just as good 
over a diving suit as they do with a business suit or weekend gear. 



Black and white chronograph
This watch displays the chronograph functions on three hours, minutes and seconds 
counters, harmoniously framed by the track-type dial rim and graduated bezel. 

Onboard instrument
The chronograph operating indicator is inspired by the Chronoflight, a 1930s civilian and 
military aviation onboard instrument. It enables the diver to see at a glance whether 
the chronograph is ready for use (white), in operation (white/red) or stopped (red). 

Woven strap
The watch strap is made of calfskin that is mineral-tanned to guarantee its resistance 
and its waterproofness, both indispensable qualities in a diver’s watch.

Jaeger-LeCoultre Deep Sea Chronograph

Ref. 206 85 70
Stainless steel/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 758
Automatic mechanical movement, 340 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 65-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, small seconds. Chronograph: hour, minute and central seconds counters. 
Chronograph status indicator. Diving bezel.
Material available: stainless steel.
Strap: leather.
Case: 42 mm diameter.
Water resistance: 10 bar. Diving watch.
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Highly resistant case
Composed of reinforced cermet, an aluminium and ceramic particle composite 
 material that is coated with a protective ceramic layer, the case of this watch is light, 
resistant, and imperishable. 

Diver’s chronograph
The watch displays the chronograph hour, minute, and seconds indications on three 
counters, along with a highly readable operating indicator placed just above the central 
hands, which proves extremely useful while diving.

A glance is enough
The rotating bezel has been slimmed down to ensure optimal readability of the 
timekeeping and chronograph indications, which are indispensable to divers.

Jaeger-LeCoultre Deep Sea Chronograph

Ref. 208 A5 70
Reinforced cermet/technical fabric

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 758
Automatic mechanical movement, 340 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 65-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, small seconds. Chronograph: hour, minute and central seconds counters. 
Chronograph status indicator. Diving bezel.
Material available: reinforced cermet.
Strap: technical fabric.
Case: 44 mm diameter.
Water resistance: 10 bar. Diving watch.
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Useful functions for the adventurous
Among the indicators at the centre of the dial, the model offers the chronograph 
function, together with a day/night indicator that accompanies the second time zone 
that is indicated by a grey openworked hand. The date can be read in an aperture at 
5 o’clock. A compression key, patented by Jaeger-LeCoultre, guarantees the chro-
nograph the maximum level of water resistance.

Ceramic case
A material that is both lightweight and extremely strong, ceramic gives the model 
a matte, sporty look. With a 46 mm-diameter case, the watch graces the wearer’s 
wrist with its presence.

Sporty aesthetic
The model’s technical capacities are reflected in a dial that combines elegant grey 
and white tones with a vivid blue, which reinforces the watch’s sporting vocation. 
The luminescent hour-markers are very easy to read in the dark.

Master Compressor Chronograph 
Ceramic

Ref. 205 C5 71
Ceramic/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 757
Automatic mechanical movement, 300 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 65-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, date. Chronograph: hour, minute and central seconds counters. Chrono-
graph function indicator. Hour and minute of 2nd time zone. Day/night indicator.
Material available: ceramic.
Strap: leather.
Case: 46 mm diameter.
Water resistance: 10 bar. Diving watch.
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Powerful yet refined
This watch, with its technical design and facetted hands, is resolutely sporty thanks 
to its automatic winding chronograph movement.

Submarine-style water-resistance
A half-turn of its compressor key crown is enough to hermetically seal the water- 
resistance system like a submarine hatch.

Speed on the wrist
The tachometer scale, appearing on the graduated inner bezel surrounding the dial, 
serves to measure the average speed of travel between two locations.

Quick-change straps
Whether the wearer prefers a leather or rubber strap, or a metal bracelet, all it takes is 
the two push-pieces on the back of the case to release the strap and fit another one. 

Master Compressor Chronograph 2

Ref. 175 84 21
Stainless steel/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 751F
Automatic mechanical movement, 277 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 65-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, small seconds, date. Chronograph: hour, minute and seconds counters. 
Tachometer scale on the inner bezel, luminescent numerals and hour-markers.
Materials available: 18-carat pink gold, stainless steel.
Strap/Bracelet: alligator leather, stainless steel. Available accessory: rubber strap.
Case: 41.5 mm diameter, interchangeable wristband system integrated within the case.
Water resistance: 10 bar, compression key at 3 o’clock, compression push-pieces at 2 and 4 o’clock.
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Inventiveness rules
A loyal companion on any adventure, this watch is equipped with a crown-integrated 
function selector, a digital counter to indicate the chronograph jumping minutes, a ma-
nual stop-seconds device, a circular power-reserve, and a second time zone enabling 
at-a-glance readings.

Staunch resistance
The remarkably robust case is made from a light and extremely sturdy TiVan 15 titanium 
alloy, while the dial is framed by an ultra-resistant ceramic bezel.

User comfort
The double pin buckle features a length adjustment design that ensures a perfect fit 
on the wrist.

Master Compressor Extreme LAB 2

Ref. 203 T5 41
Titanium and ceramic/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 780
Automatic mechanical movement, 569 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 60-hour power reserve. 
Oscillating weight with platinum segment held by 3 arms.

Functions: hour, minute, date, 2nd time zone. Chronograph: hour, digital jumping minute counter, 
seconds. Radial power-reserve, functions selector.
Materials available: limited series of 300 in titanium (TiVan 15), titanium (TiVan 15) and ceramic, 
limited series of 200 in 18-carat pink gold.
Straps: double alligator leather and rubber.
Case: 46.8 mm diameter, interchangeable wristband system integrated within the case.
Water resistance: 10 bar.
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Hybris Mechanica

The peak of fine watchmaking

The Hybris Mechanica models are born from the philosophy 
of pushing horological boundaries. Faithfully perpetuating the 
inventive spirit of Antoine LeCoultre, this collection is a tes-
tament to the passion and expertise of the Grand Maison’s  
artisans.
It is born of a desire to give carte blanche to the Jaeger-LeCoultre  
watchmakers and to release them from existing technical  
limitations.
All issued in limited series, the watches of the Hybris Mechanica  
collection are truly unique. They stem from several years of 
research and development, while featuring an unprecedented 
association with cutting-edge horological complications, 
each of which epitomises the Jaeger-LeCoultre expertise and  
identity. 



Majestic complications

Each year, the Hybris Mechanica collection is enriched with a new 
creation that’s inspired by the Jaeger-LeCoultre collections. Thus, 
the Hybris Mechanica models represent the very essence of our 
Brand.
Each single watch of this iconic collection has its own story and 
soul. They feature pairings of sophisticated complications such as 
the Grande Sonnerie and the tourbillon, the Gyrotourbillon and the 
chronograph, the Sphérotourbillon and the Dual-Wing system. It’s 
more than enough to enchant passionate watchmaking devotees, 
as well as all those who love exceptional objects. 



A sophisticated face
The elegant face on the front of the watch is an expression of watchmaking sophistica-
tion down to the very last detail. The blued dauphine hands elegantly stand out on the 
grained white dial, while a day/night indicator is subtly housed at 11 o’clock. The dial is 
adorned with a sunburst guilloché decoration that echoes the finish of the watch’s horns. 

Mysterious Gyrotourbillon
The tourbillon performs its rotations, as though mysteriously suspended in the air, 
with an exterior traction that enables it to break away from the traditional “tourbillon 
bridge”. This way, the view of the magnificent watchmaking spectacle is unobstruc-
ted. The tourbillon counteracts the harmful effects of gravity on the movement and 
guarantees optimum precision. 

Showcasing Rare Handcrafts (“Métiers Rares”)
All of Jaeger-LeCoultre’s expertise in Rare Handcrafts (“Métiers Rares”) is unveiled 
on the back of the watch. The combination of an entirely skeletonised movement and 
bridges, hand-decorated by craftsmen, gives a remarkable face to the dial. Exemplary 
watchmaking features are on display: a second time zone, a day/night indicator at 
2 o’clock, and a small seconds hand at the Gyrotourbillon.

Reverso Tribute Gyrotourbillon

Ref. 394 64 20
Platinum/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 179
Manually wound mechanical movement, 385 parts, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 38-hour power 
reserve.

Functions: front: hour, minute, Gyrotourbillon, seconds, day/night indicator; back: hour and minute 
of 2nd time zone, 24-hour disc, Gyrotourbillon.
Material available: limited series of 75 pieces in platinum.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 51.2 x 31 mm.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Non-stop repetition
For this exceptional minute repeater watch, the Jaeger-LeCoultre artisans have de-
veloped an ingenious system that eliminates the usual silent timelapse between the 
hours and minutes when the watch does not strike the quarter-hours. The extremely 
intense sound chimed by the gongs is an auditory delight. 

State-of-the-art tourbillon
Eager to provide the best possible view of the tourbillon, the Manufacture’s  
master-watchmakers have devised a flying tourbillon, fitted with a flying balance 
wheel, that ensures excellent timekeeping precision along with full visibility of the 
balance wheel and spring. It is a truly breathtaking balancing act.

Dancing segment
To preserve the slender lines of the case, the Manufacture’s watchmakers have invented 
an ingenious, peripheral automatic winding system, driven by a platinum segment 
that no longer oscillates beneath, but around the movement, as revealed through 
the openings around the dial rim.

Master Ultra Thin Minute Repeater 
Flying Tourbillon

Ref. 131 35 20
18-carat extra-white gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 362
Automatic mechanical movement, 471 parts, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 45-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute, minute repeater with pause reduction system, flying tourbillon with a 
flying balance wheel, peripheral automatic winding system.
Material available: limited series of 75 pieces in 18-carat extra-white gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 41 mm diameter.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Weightless Gyrotourbillon 
As if floating on air, this multi-axis tourbillon, or ‘flying’ tourbillon, is designed without 
an upper bridge, so as to facilitate unobstructed contemplation of the miniature  
planet. A gold balance-wheel and a blued spherical balance-spring appear between 
the two aluminium carriages.

Counting off time
Like the iconic 19th-century models, the chronograph is controlled by a monopusher. 
While the dedicated hand marks off the seconds, an aperture provides a numerical 
display of the elapsed minutes.

Resolutely contemporary
The surprisingly modern dial provides striking readability thanks to a play on depths, 
superimposed indicators, and finely crafted materials. This visual symphony notably 
features finely-toned, silver-grained or satin-finished dials, as well as hand-hammered 
movement bridges and plates.

Tribute to Antoine LeCoultre
Issued in a 75-piece limited edition, this extra-white platinum model pays eloquent 
tribute to the inventiveness of the Manufacturer’s founder, Antoine LeCoultre. 

Master Grande Tradition  
Gyrotourbillon 3 Jubilee

Ref. 503 64 20
Extra-white platinum/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 176
Manually wound mechanical movement, 592 parts, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 2 barrels each with 
a 48-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute. Flying Gyrotourbillon. Chronograph with an instantaneous digital display 
activated by a monopusher at 2 o’clock. Digital minutes display. Chronograph seconds indicated 
by a hand. Day/night indicator over 24 hours.
Material available: limited series of 75 pieces in extra-white platinum.
Strap: alligator leather, with adjustable folding clasp in 18-carat white gold.
Case: 43.5 mm diameter.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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A bolt of precision
A small seconds flyback system is activated with a push-piece, allowing the small 
seconds hand to return to zero without interrupting the flow of the regulating organ. 
This model is one of the few tourbillon watches that is precise to the nearest second. 

Sphérotourbillon in plain sight
As though revealing a part of itself, the watch displays the spectacle of its multi-axis 
tourbillon in plain sight. In addition to the axis of its carriage, it possesses a second 
axis tilted at a 20° angle. This combination counteracts the negative effects of gravity 
in all positions. 

Light and shadow
On the delicately grained dial, the indicators interlink side by side, creating an attractive 
depth effect. At 12 o’clock and 6 o’clock the leaf-shaped counters voluptuously hug 
the gold circle of the hours, minutes, and date indicator. Like a story within a story, the 
tourbillon is surrounded with steel and mineral enriched by nature. 

Duomètre Sphérotourbillon

Ref. 605 25 20
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 382
Manually wound mechanical movement, 460 pieces, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 2 barrels each 
with a 50-hour power reserve.

Functions: local hour, minute, small seconds with flyback, date, 24-hour reference time, flying 
tourbillon with cylindrical balance-spring, power reserve for the regulating organ, power reserve 
for the functions.
Materials available: limited series of 75 pieces in 950 platinum, 18-carat pink gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 42 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case back. 
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Journey to the moon 
Like a fascinating secret on the dial, the moon phase is poetically displayed in the 
hours and minutes indicator. The Manufacture’s artisans have created a star-studded 
sky set against the deep blue backdrop of a lapis lazuli disc, and have endowed it 
with a degree of precision that requires no further adjustment for 3,887 years. A 
dreamy thought indeed! 

From Earth to the Sphérotourbillon
Like a dancer occupying centre-stage in an amphitheatre, the Sphérotourbillon, framed 
by stepped bridges forming a dramatic staircase, spins on an inclined axis as well as 
around its own axis. In doing so, it vividly evokes the Earth’s movement around the 
Sun. To prolong this intense, visual pleasure, a sapphire crystal on the side of the case 
provides a chance to view this display of watchmaking prowess from yet another angle.

Terrestrial precision
While this watch, equipped with the Dual-Wing concept, may have its head in the 
clouds, its feet remain firmly on earth as it offers to-the-second precision. A push- piece-
activated flyback system for the small seconds serves to reset the small seconds hand 
without interrupting the smooth running of the regulating organ. 

Duomètre Sphérotourbillon Moon

Ref. 608 65 20
950 platinum/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 389
Manually wound mechanical movement, 476 parts, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 2 barrels each with 
a 45-hour power reserve.

Functions: local hour, minute, small seconds with flyback, moon phases, 24-hour reference time, 
flying tourbillon with cylindrical balance-spring, power reserve for the regulating organ, power 
reserve for the functions.
Material available: limited series of 75 pieces in 950 platinum. 
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 42 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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When the curtain falls
A flick of the finger is enough to slide the curtain that adorns this watch like a treasure. 
Surprisingly, when the curtain falls is precisely when the minute repeater ‘sound show’ 
begins. Devotees of rare objects cannot attempt to disguise their delight in this piece.

Stunning surround sound
To maximise auditory pleasure, the watchmakers of the Manufacture have devoted the 
keenest attention to the tune played by this minute repeater. Thanks to its trebuchet 
hammers and its monobloc alloys, made from a secret alloy, the sound is imbued 
with incomparable richness and purity.

A play in two acts
Adopting the emblematic design of the Reverso collection, this watch is fitted with 
two dials that are powered by a single movement measuring barely 5.9 mm thick. The 
openworked front and back of the watch reveal glimpses of finely crafted finishing 
and the movement’s bridges. 

Reverso Répétition Minutes à Rideau

Ref. 235 35 20
18-carat white gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 944
Manually wound mechanical movement, 340 parts, 21,600 vibrations per hour, 2 independent barrels, 
35-hour power reserve.

Functions: front: hour, minute, minute repeater; back: hour, minute.
Material available: limited series of 75 pieces in 18-carat white gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: reversible, comprising over 50 parts, size: 55 x 36 mm.
Water resistance: 3 bar.
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Celestial tourbillon
Just as the Earth orbits around the Sun, the sidereal celestial tourbillon, fixed to the 
dial by only one side, appears to be floating weightlessly among the constellations. A 
perpetually renewed vision of celestial beauty, it turns around the dial’s face once a day.

Cosmic chime
To echo the sidereal dimension of this watch, the Jaeger-LeCoultre watchmakers have 
equipped it with a minute repeater that features exceptional sound quality. Thanks to 
its trebuchet hammers and ‘cathedral’ crystal gongs, the tone of the hours, quarters, 
and minutes is both intense and extremely rich. 

Starry sky
The gaze is caught and held by the deep and subtle blue shade of the dial that repro-
duces the sky chart of the Northern hemisphere with its familiar constellations, such 
as the Big Dipper and Cassiopeia. The tiny sun, sweeping around the rim of the dial, 
indicates the day and month, as well as the corresponding zodiac sign.

Master Grande Tradition  
Grande Complication

Ref. 502 25 80
18-carat pink gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 945 
Manually wound mechanical movement, 527 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 40-hour power reserve.

Functions: hour, minute; celestial sidereal tourbillon and sky chart; minute repeater with cathedral 
crystal gong; zodiac, months, date and 24-hour indicator; trebuchet hammers.
Material available: 18-carat pink gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 45 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Big Ben chimes
This unique watch, playing one of the longest melodies ever recreated by a Grande 
Sonnerie model, features a Westminster chime that echoes that of Big Ben. Equipped 
with four trebuchet hammers and crystal gongs, it emits a sound of rare richness and 
is capable of performing in Grande Sonnerie, Petite Sonnerie, minute repeater, and 
silent modes.

To the tune of the tourbillon
Suspended from a single bridge, the flying tourbillon is subtly revealed through the 
sapphire crystal case-back, like a delightful variation on a musical score. Its titanium 
carriage, which has been kept as small as possible, as not to conceal the regulating 
organ, pivots on a ball bearing mechanism. 

Perfect calendar harmony
Like a subtle repeat at the end of a musical measure, the ‘retrograde’ calendar au-
tomatically resumes its path thanks to the jumping hand and marker on the date, 
month, and day indicators. The mechanism also takes into account leap years and 
requires no manual correction until the year 2100.

Hybris Mechanica à Grande Sonnerie

Ref. 603 34 20
18-carat white gold/leather

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 182
Manually wound mechanical movement, approx. 1400 parts, 28,800 vibrations per hour, 2 barrels: 
50-hour power reserve for hours, minutes and the perpetual calendar, 10 hours for the striking 
mechanism in Grande Sonnerie (grand striking) mode.

Functions: hour, minute, Westminster chime, 4 striking modes: Grande Sonnerie, Petite Sonnerie, 
Minute-repeater mode (with activation system on the crown push-piece), Silence. Flying tourbillon: 
balance with regulating screws, 28,800 vibrations per hour (4 Hz). Perpetual calendar, retrograde 
day, month and date indications, leap-year display.
Material available: limited series of 30 pieces in 18-carat white gold.
Strap: alligator leather.
Case: 44 mm diameter, sapphire crystal case-back.
Water resistance: 5 bar.
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Atmos

This unique clock houses  
a breathtaking secret (literally!)

The Atmos was born from a dream that was pursued by horoligists 
for centuries, in the footsteps of Leonardo da Vinci. The dream 
was simple but distinct: to reproduce perpetual motion. Created 
in 1928, the Atmos continues to surprise modern observers by its 
inventive approach.
People say it lives on air because it is powered by temperature 
variations that cause a gaseous mixture inside a  hermetically 
sealed capsule to expand or contract with each successive 
change. Thus, the mechanism is wound naturally, without human 
intervention. A single degree in either direction is enough to give 
it approximately two days of autonomy. 
The subtle combination of classicism and modernity is the secret 
that makes the Atmos collection truly timeless. Its unique design 
provides a chance to observe the complexity of its gear wheels 
from all angles.



An icon that keeps step with its time

From Art Deco to contemporary art, Rare Handcrafts (“Métiers 
Rares”) to horological complications, the Atmos has consistently 
kept pace with each passing era while preserving its essence.
Creative minds inspire others. Great designers have joined  
Jaeger-LeCoultre in dreaming up limited series of this clock,  
successively reinventing it with each generation.
Presidents, prime ministers, artists, celebrities, and popes have  
all been recipients of the Atmos. For many years, the Atmos was 
the official gift of the Swiss Federal Government and thus, has 
come to adorn the desks of the great. It is with the help of this 
ageless clock that they have measured time. 



Minimalist movement
Its entire secret lies in its movement. Suspended from a wire, thinner than a hair’s 
breadth and made from a metal alloy, the balance wheel swings slowly and majestically, 
keeping friction-induced losses to an absolute minimum. With an ultimate minimalist 
touch, the going train requires no lubricant to run smoothly.

Perpetual complications
This clock is sparing yet generous. Despite the small amount of energy at its display, it 
manages to indicate the month and moon phases in an impeccably reliable manner. A 
one-day difference every 3,861 years ensures a considerable worry-free length of time.

Personalisation
Is the clock intended to celebrate a momentous event? The Manufacture offers you 
an opportunity to personalise it, either by silkscreen-printing its glass cabinet with 
lettering or a motif, or affixing a gilt brass plate to its base.

Atmos Classique Phases de Lune

Ref. 511 72 01

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 562
Mechanical movement, virtually perpetual, 231 parts, annular balance wheel, 60-second oscillation 
period.

Functions: hour, minute, month, perpetual moon-phase indication (one-day discrepancy every 
3,861 years).
Cabinet: polished 18-carat pink gold-plated, polished 24-carat yellow gold-plated, polished 
rhodium-plated. 
Dimensions: 200 x 155 x 225 mm.
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Art first and foremost
A faithful reproduction of Gustav Klimt’s mural fresco, The Waiting (L’Attente in 
French), the cabinet of the clock reflects the beauty of Art Nouveau. This work of 
art is composed of 35 types of precious wood that have been used to meticulously 
fashion its 1,400 parts. 

Opening to reveal the passing of time
The Atmos masters the art of dramatic effect. At a mere press on a button, cleverly 
concealed beneath the ornamentation of this precious exterior, the ingenious cabinet 
opens to reveal the clock. 

Precious time
When the marquetry cabinet slides open, the gaze is greeted by a dial covered with 
mother-of-pearl elements and graced with petrified wood hour-markers that reflect the 
warm shades featured in The Waiting. A cushion-cut yellow sapphire plays a surprise 
role as a 60-minute marker, while the finely gilded moon glides over a diamond-en-
crusted petrified wood disc.

Atmos Marqueterie L’Attente

Ref. 554 33 07

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 582
Mechanical movement, virtually perpetual, 386 parts, annular balance wheel, 60-second oscilla-
tion period.

Functions: hour, minute, month, 24-hour indication, perpetual moon-phase indication (one-day 
discrepancy every 3,861 years).
Cabinet: over 1,400 interlocking wooden parts made of Camassari boxwood, Pau Amarelo wood, 
Andean boxwood, Ceylon lemonwood, Madrona burl, Amboyna burl, walnut, maple wood, and 
tulipwood. Decoration inspired by a painting by the Austrian artist Gustav Klimt: The Waiting. Inner 
cabinet: rhodium-plated and glass crystal. Rhodium-plated base and feet. Glass crystal door.
Dimensions: 321 x 171 x 257 mm. Limited series of 10 pieces.
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Like a gift from above
The cabinet’s deep blue straw marquetry, with protruding angles that create a pyra-
mid effect, resembles a rough stone that has fallen from the heavens. This stunning 
ornamentation reflects the timeless dimension of the Atmos concept, which literally 
lives on air. 

Lunar complication
Alongside the month and day/night indications, one particular complication was 
a must-have for this Atmos: a moon-phase display. This poetic indication appears 
decked out in precious mother-of-pearl against a lapis lazuli background, which 
echoes the intense blue shade of the cabinet. It takes its place within a symbolically 
sidereal timeframe, requiring only one correction every 3,861 years. 

Moonglow
Just one gentle press and the cabinet opens to reveal the clock, as if unveiling the 
night sky. The dial, clothed in mother of pearl marquetry, shimmers and shines like 
the subtle halo surrounding the moon.

Atmos Marqueterie Céleste

Ref. 555 63 03

Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 582
Mechanical movement, virtually perpetual, 386 parts, annular balance wheel, 60-second oscillation 
period.

Functions: hour, minute, month, 24-hour indication, perpetual moon-phase indication (one-day 
discrepancy every 3,861 years).
Cabinet: exterior in straw marquetry. Inner cabinet: rhodium-plated and glass crystal. Rhodium-plated 
base and feet. Glass crystal door.
Dimensions: 331 x 189 x 256 mm. Limited series of 8 pieces.
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Jaeger-LeCoultre  
at your service

To extend the history, which binds us, we remain 
at your entire disposal to advise you on the care, 

restoration, or personalisation of your watch.
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A full service

Your watch is a high-precision mechanism; taking 
care of it is important.

Your watch ticks away 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 
uninterrupted. Since these seconds represent thou-
sands of hours of functioning, regular in-depth main-
tenance is required. 

The frequency of maintenance depends on the model, 
the way it is used, and the climate. From the moment 
the rate of your watch starts to significantly vary, we 
recommend that you entrust it to us for a full service. 

Our watchmakers will dissassemble it completely. 
Then, they will polish the case, change the seals, and 
clean all the parts. Some parts may need to be re-
placed. The movement is then oiled, adjusted, and 
checked. Once it is reassembled, your watch under-
goes a seal-check test and a final check, conducted 
from both a functional and aesthetic standpoint.

The replacement of the crowns, pushbuttons, or cor-
rectors is not included in the full service. 

It is recommended to have the water resistance of your 
watch checked by one of our service centres, Boutiques, 
or an authorised Jaeger-LeCoultre retailer once every two 
years or prior to any period during which it will undergo 
prolonged and/or regular immersions.
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Restoration

Restoring your antique watch to its former splendour, 
such is the mission of our watchmaker restorers. 

Restoration is not only about getting your movement 
working again. It is also about restoring the watch to 
its original appearance, so that it retains its authenti-
city and identity. Certain antique watches may be in a 
very advanced, worn condition. Watchmaker restorers 
refurbish or change every part, or even remake them if  
necessary. A multitude of highly specific operations are 
performed to return every piece to its former splendour. 

You’ll find the addresses of all our technical assistance 
centres, Boutiques, and Jaeger-LeCoultre points of sale 
on our website: 
www.jaeger-lecoultre.com

500,000,000  
This is the average number of  micro 

shocks to which your watch will be 

subjected every year. The “1000 

Hours Control” stamp certifies that 

each piece has been tested and 

checked with the greatest care. 

The 1000 Hours Control

Before leaving the Manufacture, all our watches are 
tested by our watchmakers for 1000 hours.

Unceasingly in search of new challenges, over 20 years 
ago our watchmakers implemented a quality control 
test that was more comprehensive and more rigorous 
than the various existing certifications. 

Initiated in 1992, the “1000 Hours Control”, which  
is exclusive to the Jaeger-LeCoultre Manufacture, 
consists of a series of rigorous tests conducted on various 
aspects of reliability: water-tightness, resistance to 
varying temperatures (+4°C and +40°C), resistance to 
shocks, magnetic fields, etc. 

This inspection is complemented with functionality tes-
ting in six different positions, as well as a wearer simula-
tion and aesthetic check. 

Please consult our website  
for further information:  
www.jaeger-lecoultre.com
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Europe

client.relations.europe@jaeger-lecoultre.com

Germany: +49 692 222 10 23
Monday to Friday from 9am to 7pm

Austria: +49 692 222 10 23
Monday to Friday from 9am to 7pm

Belgium: +32 2400 1833
Monday to Friday from 9am to 7pm

Denmark: +45 80 253277
Monday to Friday from 9am to 7pm

Spain: +34 91 419 18 33
Monday to Friday from 9am to 7pm

Finland: +358 800 917789
Monday to Friday from 10am to 8pm

France: +33 1 58 18 14 80
Monday to Friday from 9am to 7pm

Ireland: +35 31 247 0470
Monday to Friday from 8am to 6pm

Italy: +39 023 604 2833
Monday to Friday from 9am to 7pm

Luxemburg: +352 8002 7038
Monday to Friday from 9am to 7pm

Netherlands: +31 207 105 985
Monday to Friday from 9am to 7pm

United Kingdom: +44 203 107 1833
Monday to Friday from 8am to 6pm

Sweden: +46 850 59 1833
Monday to Friday from 9am to 7pm

Switzerland: +41 21 580 18 33
Monday to Friday from 9am to 7pm

At your service.
All over the world.

Asia and Oceania

Australia 
client.relations.asia@jaeger-lecoultre.com
+61 1800 710 665
Monday to Friday from 12 pm to 9 pm

China
client.relations.china@jaeger-lecoultre.com 
+86 400 697 7500
Monday to Friday from 10am to 7pm

South Korea
client.relations.korea@jaeger-lecoultre.com
Monday to Friday from 10am to 7pm

Hong Kong 
client.relations.hk@jaeger-lecoultre.com 
+ 852 82003002
Monday to Friday from 10am to 7pm

Japan
client.relations.japan@jaeger-lecoultre.com
0120 79 1833
Monday to Friday from 11am to 7pm

Macao  
client.relations.hk@jaeger-lecoultre.com 
0800 732
Monday to Friday from 10am to 7pm

Malaysia
client.relations.asia@jaeger-lecoultre.com
+60 1800 81 5639
Monday to Friday from 10am to 7pm

Singapore
client.relations.asia@jaeger-lecoultre.com
+65 1800 307 7627
Monday to Friday from 10am to 7pm

Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, New Zealand,  
Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam 
client.relations.asia@jaeger-lecoultre.com

Americas

North America
client.relations.us@jaeger-lecoultre.com
+ 1 877 552 1833
Monday to Friday from 9am to 9pm
Saturday from 9am to 5.30pm

South America
client.relations.southamerica@jaeger-lecoultre.com
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Join  
My Jaeger-LeCoultre

We are delighted to invite you to join our circle of fine 
watchmaking enthusiasts.

My Jaeger-LeCoultre is a dedicated space that en-
ables you to enjoy the benefits of invitations, exclu-
sive information, and personalised services, such as a 
virtual strong-box to keep all documents and certifi-
cates related to your watch. 

To become a member,  
please go to our website:  
www.jaeger-lecoultre.com

Jaeger-LeCoultre®, the symbol ®, Reverso®,  
Master Control®, Rendez-Vous®, Geophysic®, 
Gyrolab®, True Second®, Duomètre®, Dual-Wing®, 
Master Compressor®, Memovox®, Hybris Mechanica®, 
Gyrotourbillon®, Sphérotourbillon®, Extreme LAB®, 
Atmos® and Métiers Rares® are all protected 
trademarks.
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